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A Covid Lent and
North Star
Revd Fiona
Bennett

I

t was during Lent in 2020
that we went into our first
Covid-19 Lockdown in the
UK. As I begin to prepare for
Lent in 2021, we are still living a
restricted pandemic life. In many
ways it feels like we have lived
through a year of Lent.
Lent is a season when we are invited
to strip back to what is important; to
find the North Star of our lives and
re-orientate ourselves so that we are
steered by it once again.
Amidst the demands, pressures and
expectations of life, Lent invites us to
search and be orientated once again
by what is truly core to life.
In Lent we hear the story of Jesus
in the wilderness, stripped of many
daily comforts, struggling with low
resources and being tempted to
cope with his situation using ways
and means which were not driven by
trust, humility and love. Jesus had to
make choices about what was truly
important and how he was going to
conduct his life.
The past year has been, and continues
to be, a testing situation for much
life on our planet. For humans, we
have faced a particular struggle to
limit the Covid virus. Many of us have

been living stripped back lives, some
through loss and illness, some through
furlough or unemployment, all of us
stripped back in social contact and
opportunities. So what has this Covid
Lent revealed to us about our North
Star by which we steer and guide our
lives?
I think this Lenten Covid has taken me
back repeatedly to the North Star of
Jesus; the one who showed us the way
of love, the energy of acceptance, the
strength of unity, the wisdom of grace
and the power of hope.

“Covid Lent has
strangely liberated
me to trust further
the adventurous
Spirit billowing in our
sails”
In so many ways, small and large,
personally and politically, I have been
reminded in the midst of the stormy
and everchanging oceans of this
Covid Lent that the North Star of Jesus
is ever there, ever guiding us toward
abundant life for all.
I think this Covid Lent has strangely
liberated me to trust further the
adventurous Spirit billowing in our
sails, and made me ever more
aware that for that loving, hopeful,
transforming North Star in whom
I place my trust, I am profoundly
grateful.
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PEACE & JUSTICE

To get involved volunteering
within AUC or the local
community:

AUC VOLUNTEERING
Fiona Somerville
rota@augustine.org.uk

LOCAL COMMUNITY
VOLUNTEERING
Della Morris
della.morris@augustine.org.uk

Matt Baines
matt.baines@augustine.org.uk

www.augustine.org.uk
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Local and Global
News from the United Reformed Church

MCC APPOINTMENT FOR
MAXWELL

SINGLE-USE PLASTIC
REMINDER

Congratulations to Maxwell Reay,
AUC’s associate minister and Our Tribe
co-ordinator, who is set to become an
elder of the international Metropolitan
Community Church (MCC). Maxwell
is one of nine new elders whose
names will be brought forward for a
special General Conference vote of
affirmation on 27 January.

A resolution encouraging all local
churches and members to avoid
the use of single-use plastics where
possible was passed at the URC’s
Mission Council in November. The
Council “noted with alarm the huge
increase in the use of disposable
items during the Covid-19 pandemic,
especially single-use plastics. While
there are occasions. . . when it is
impossible to avoid the use of singleuse plastic items, their use should be
kept to an absolute minimum. They
should also be carefully disposed of in
a way that minimises their impact on
the environment.”

Elders are a highly diverse group of
volunteers who, as a Council with
the Moderator, offer spiritual and
pastoral support and leadership to
the churches, pastors, and people of
MCC. Maxwell is currently the MCC
Vocational Coordinator for Europe.

FEED, SLEEP, PLAY, CHANGE
As part of its five-year focus on
supporting children under five years
old, the United Reformed Church
(URC) Children’s and Youth Work
Department has created an inclusive
policy to support parents and carers
bringing infants to local churches.
The policy of true welcome includes
guidance on the types of support that
local churches can offer in relation
to infant feeding. It aims to promote
and enable breastfeeding, as well as
to support all parents and carers in
feeding their infants according to their
circumstances and choices.

www.augustine.org.uk

AFFIRMING ALEX
The United Reformed Church has
issued a statement in support of the
Revd Alex Clare-Young, a URC trans
minister whose involvement with
a Church of England resource that
explores identity, sex and marriage
provoked considerable media
coverage in 2020.
Alex is a good friend of AUC and
Our Tribe. His presence on the CofE
working group “enabled a Trans voice
to be heard,” the statement says, “and
his participation has been warmly
appreciated by many. The United
Reformed Church gives thanks for
the gifts and graces of God that the
Revd Alex Clare-Young and his wife,
the Revd Jo Clare-Young, bring, and
affirms them in their ministry.”

Tanvi Sharma

SCOTLAND SYNOD URGES
EMISSION CUT
On behalf of the URC Scotland Synod,
the Revd Lindsey Sanderson has
signed a letter from Christian Aid
calling on the Prime Minister to cut
the UK’s carbon emissions by 75%
from their 1990 levels by 2030. “As we
look with hope to the securing of a
critical deal in Glasgow (at the COP 26
summit), churches across the UK are
committed, together with Christian Aid
and its supporters, to working with you
and your Government to help deliver
a national climate plan that ensures
climate justice for the world’s poorest
people.”
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The Bible
in our own
lives
Recently elected AUC elder Katrina
Tweedie (see p.7) explains how online
Bible-based discussions have become
an important part of her week.

I

n a year where my diary has
looked pretty empty there has
been one event marked every
week - Contextual Bible Study
- a little oasis in the desert!
I had no idea what Contextual Bible
Study meant and really joined just for
some social contact. And it has given
me that, but also much more.
So, Contextual Bible Study. . . Fiona
chooses a passage from the Bible and
after agreeing to the usual rules of
confidentiality we have an icebreaker
related to that passage. “Can you
think of a time you felt. . . / a place
you. . .?” That kind of thing. Then
we read the passage together and
discuss anything that jumps out at us.
After that we are invited to look more
closely at some aspect of the text and
talk about that. Most importantly, we
then discuss how the text relates to our
lives and our world here and now. We
conclude by sharing a word or phrase
that will stay with us.
Sometimes, at first glance some
passages seem arid or too
challenging but these always contain

AUC on
Facebook
Did you know that the AUC Facebook
page sends out a post every day at
12pm?

riches that we mine in our discussions.
I have no great knowledge of the
Bible but none is required. Those
who do have knowledge share it and
everyone can join in the discussions as
we all have personal experiences of
life that we can share.
There is always laughter and thoughtprovoking talk and it has been a
wonderful way to get to know my
fellow CBSers, the Bible and my faith
better.

“a wonderful way
to get to know my
fellow CBSers, the
Bible and my faith
better”
Contextual Bible Study is starting
back again on the week beginning 25
January. Three groups will meet each
week – on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
12-1pm; and on Wednesday evening,
7.30-8.30pm. Details of the passages
we will be studying are on the Google
calendar on the website.

MONDAY
Often a picture to lift us at the start
of the week

TUESDAY
News about something happening
in AUC / Edinburgh

WEDNESDAY
A meditation

THURSDAY
A story or campaign about justice
and peace

FRIDAY

To receive the posts, please go to
the Augustine Facebook page and
follow us.

Music

SATURDAY
A reminder about the service on
Sunday. . .
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. . . and on Sunday at 11am on
Facebook is the service!

www.augustine.org.uk
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Meet Your Neighbour
Getting to know members and friends of the AUC community

Mahlon
Hight

T

his month, a chance to
meet another of our
Zoom/Facebook/Internet
neighbours.

Hi AUC, my name is Mahlon Hight and
I live in Dallas, Texas in the USA with
my husband Fred and our two cats,
Ansel and Prisca.
I have been in ministry for over ten
years and am currently on staff at a
Presbyterian USA church as the Coordinator for Congregational Care
and Senior Adult Ministries.
My husband, Fred, is a photographer
and knew Helen and Laurence
Wareing back in the 1980s when they
lived in Dallas. In 2019 we visited
Edinburgh for our 20th wedding
anniversary and were able to enjoy
a dinner with Laurence and Helen,
across the street from AUC. They told
us all about the church, so Fred and I
attended Sunday worship a few days
later.

FAVORITE PLACE
Scotland

FAVORITE BOOK
(FICTION)
The Night Circus by
Erin Morgenstern

FAVORITE BOOK
(NON-FICTION)
Open the Door by
Joyce Rupp

“AUC is my kind
of congregation small, dedicated,
mission and social
justice-focused,”

AUC is my kind of congregation –
small, dedicated, mission and social
justice-focused, and I thoroughly enjoy
the worship services.

WELCOME TO THE WORLD, LEWIS
Many congratulations to Eilidh Carmichael and
Luciano del Viscio on the birth of their little boy,
Lewis Matteo del Viscio.
“Born without dallying at 7.44am on 16
December, weighing a small but mighty 6lb,1.”
Love to you all from your AUC friends. (And we
hope the cat has recovered from the surprise!)

www.augustine.org.uk
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Beyond
words
Tom Murray’s
service to AUC

W

hen Tom Murray
took over the role
of church treasurer
from Charlie
Somerville, he said he’d do it for
three years.
That was in 2005. Tom finally stepped
back from the role at the end of
2020 having seen building lets grow
exponentially, a major re-roofing
project completed, and put on two
more hats – of building manager, and

manager of the Church Centre with its
team of paid staff.
And just to complete the picture,
before taking over from Charlie, Tom
had already been treasurer of the
Building Restoration Group that saved
the church tower from imminent
disaster. (“It would have fallen into the
street,” he says, and he’s not joking.)
All this from a man who says he isn’t
interested in accounts. Tom studied
history as an undergraduate, and
the emphasis his course laid on the
analysis of evidence was, it turned
out, the ideal jumping off point for the
career he did follow – investigating tax
fraud. . . Which he did until retirement
in 2002. Except that he was asked to
stay on “to look after” some of the
firm’s clients. Retiring but not retiring –
it’s a bit of a thing for Tom.

The attention to detail Tom has
applied to his work and model railway
alike has also been the hallmark
of his service to AUC and the wider
United Reformed Church. He is a
great encourager of AUC’s city centre
presence – as “a standard bearer
for the kind of Christianity I’ve been
committed to all my life”; but his joy is
tempered by clear-eyed realism. He
is alert to the challenges we face as a
congregation.
For a small body of people,
membership giving is impressive, he
says – £95,000 last year – but the
nature of our growing congregation,
with its increase in younger members
with less disposable income, poses a
challenge for maintaining such levels
of giving. To remain where we are, our
numbers have to increase further, Tom
says.
This was one conclusion of the 2019
Shaping a Healthy Future review of
AUC. Another was the warning that
more individuals need to engage
with the practicalities of church
property and finance. Tom’s successor
as Treasurer, Ewen Harley, agrees.
Succession planning is critical (Ewen
has no deputy treasurer as yet). Tom
says “we have a great team looking
after our building but they should be
cherished”. They need supporting
“beyond words”. . . As does the
treasurer himself, of course – and Tom
has been, he notes, in this role and
throughout his working life – by Susan,
his children and, now, grandchildren.
A man who loves the history of
Augustine, Tom is excited for its
future. “We always need to change
and develop”, he insists. Over the
coming months, his family, garden
and railway will doubtless see more of
him, but his example of long, careful
and pragmatic service to AUC offers
a model for how that future may be
secured.
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For
everything
a season
As 2020 drew to a close, the Revd
David Pickering moved on from his
role as Moderator of the United
Reformed Church National Synod of
Scotland. Words from his farewell
letter seem especially apt as we
move forward into a new year
marked, at AUC, by new babies,
new elders and new opportunities,
as well as by lockdown and remote
worship.

New elders
welcomed

Dear Friends
The wisdom of Ecclesiastes relates, “For everything there is a season, and a time
for every matter under heaven”, and goes on to list a series of life events and
life emotions. . . Together with my wife, Jan, I have a daily walk, often to HolmhiIl
Community Woods, 20-minute amble from our manse, where there are three
ponds surrounded by meadows and woods. In the warmest and sunniest of
midsummer days, the ponds came alive with dainty damselflies and chunkier
dragonflies, but as the days shorten and sun’s rays diminish, so the ponds’ aerial
life diminishes too. Last week I spotted just a few weary emerald damselflies and
an occasional common darter. The wisdom of Ecclesiastes speaks a truth, for as
in human life, so in pond life, for everything there is a season.
We, too, may picture seasons in our personal life and the life of our church.
As we live in these discombobulating Covid-restricted times, it is natural to
echo the Psalmist’s cry of, “how long?” I hope that in our searching, we may
find an assurance that just as seasons of fruitfulness give way to the chill of
winter, so a new spring will dawn. As in the earth’s yearly cycles, so in our
human experiences, everything has a season. May we know, too, that through
all seasons, the love of God is a constant. My hope and prayer for you in your
personal life, and the churches that you belong to and serve, is that you may
continue to sense God’s presence and love. And in experiencing such love,
delight in it, and respond as you have faithfully done through many, many
seasons, in worship, witness, pastoral care and good neighbourly service.

At the December church meeting, we welcomed three new elders to represent
the church membership on Church Council:
Thomas McPolin, Denis Mallon and Katrina Tweedie.
In addition, Ann McKenzie has committed to serve one further year as elder, and
Sheila Storrier is stepping up to serve a three-year term.
It is hoped that Thomas, Denis and Katrina will be ordained on 31 January, when
they, Ann and Sheila will also be inducted.

If you are able to, the following are ways you can help AUC financially:
Standing Order

CHEQUE
Make it payable to AUC and send to the Centre Manager (Augustine
Church, George IV Bridge, Edinburgh, EH1 1EL)

WEBSITE
You can now pay by PayPal or credit/debit card (you don’t need to have a
PayPal account to donate)

BANK DETAILS
Augustine United Church (Bank of Scotland) / Sort Code: 80-02-24 /
Account No: 00139118
If you are a UK income taxpayer, the above can be Gift Aided and AUC will
get 25 per cent more at no extra cost to you. Standing Order and Gift Aid
forms can be downloaded from our website, and are also available from
our Administrator or Treasurer.

www.augustine.org.uk
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Small
steps and
giant leaps
Between 1 November and 13
December 2020, Alex Peden and Euan
Murray-Peden were regular attenders
at worship in our church building. We
asked them what it felt like to be back
there in these pandemic times.

I

t is strange when something
as commonplace as getting
ready for church on a Sunday
morning turns into an
adventure.
We had so missed the routine of our
pre-Covid Sundays and yet when we
gathered up our masks and set off for
our first service in the building again,
we felt like explorers setting off to for
the moon.

It was great to see our minister in
3D for the first time in eight months
and uplifting to hear Karl’s piano
resonating in a large, familiar, and
well cared-for space. Even the sight of
the technical team, sat behind a bank
of equipment like the Houston ground
control, was strangely reassuring.
As Euan says, “although we weren’t
allowed to sing, we could rap,
and that was good”. (The musical
interludes were also a cue for an
under-mask sweetie!)
It was nice to think of friends watching
at home. As the Sundays went by,
Fiona handled the duality of an
on-line and off-line audience with
increasing aplomb.
Ways were found for the members of
the congregation to safely interact and
participate. We learnt to share signs
of the peace using sign language.
We really enjoyed the having the
instruments to jingle during the hymns,
although this must have necessitated
extra decontamination work.

Our minister in 3D

As we travelled into Edinburgh’s
centre, Buzz Aldrin’s phrase,
“magnificent desolation”, sprang to
mind. It was eerily quiet, yet more neat
and tidy than I had remembered, and
the absence of tourists left Euan and I
playing that role.
We knew something of what to expect:
a limited number of worshippers,
social distancing, no singing, no
socialising, no loitering after the
service. We were greeted by a friendly
(if partly obscured) face and our
names were checked off. We selfsanitised and dutifully waited to
be shown to our socially-distanced
paired seats. We nodded and
exchanged eyebrow raises with fellow
congregants and waited for the show
to begin.
We felt safe. Euan said that it was
“good because people were wearing
face coverings and the people who
received COVID alerts stayed at
home”. Compliance was good, but the
feeling of safety was often partly due
to the attendance being well below
the threshold.
8

“we must not forget
all the treasures we
have discovered on
this journey”
As we edge ourselves out of this
pandemic, we must not forget all the
treasures we have discovered on this
journey. Zoom has helped many of
us socialise and connect with people
stuck at home and we have made
new friends, both in this country and
abroad. Junior church has cleverly
continued to integrate into online
church life, and the commitment and
wealth of technical expertise within
our communications church-life
ministry team has been a revelation.
We expect these treasures will mark a
small step, or rather a giant leap, to a
technologically savvy church, with all
members feeling part of a community
that happily and carefully bridges the
diminishing divide between and the
on- and off-line world.

www.augustine.org.uk

Giving and
receiving:
Christmas
exchanges
Between them, and with special input
from Junior Church, AUC members were
able to arrange some special Christmas
giving at the end of the year.

A message
from Tom
and Susan

A

fter discussion with
chaplains at the Royal
Edinburgh Hospital,
we donated 40 bags of
socks, shower gel and chocolates.
We were also able to give £200
in gift cards.
And for many of our own members,
there were special packages too.
Jimmy spoke for many when he sent a
postcard “c/o Junior Church”. (Image
below) He wrote:
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Because of the shortbread decorated
with hundreds and thousands and
also the Christmas pudding and jar of
sweetmeats.
Happy New Year to everyone at AUC
and I hope things will be better at
Easter time. Lots and lots of things still
to be achieved in the months ahead
and will happen with blessings upon
us. I think it would be good to give
thanks to all.
With thanks, Jimmy.”

“Hundreds and thousands of thanks,
mainly for the happy goody bag that
was delivered by special messenger at
Christmas 2020.

To mark my retirement as Treasurer at the end of the year, Susan and I received
many gifts of flowers, garden plants and a delicious example of the water of life!
We would like to thank you all for the gifts and good wishes we received.
I hand over to a strong team of Ewen, Pat and Rachel who will face serious
challenges and a great deal of work in seeing AUC through the difficult years
ahead. I wish them well and would like to encourage you all to give them
wholehearted support with your time and energy, without which the task will not
be possible.
Best wishes to everyone.
Tom and Susan
(Read our interview with Tom on p.6)

www.augustine.org.uk
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TLC
Youth:
A year in
pictures
Highlights of The Local Church
Youth Group in 2020, as voted
on by the group.
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It’s hard to believe but we actually
went bowling in 2020. In February to
be sure!

Our Palm Sunday crosses... we
moulded these sculptures in our
likeness when we looked at the theme
of ‘Who are you?’

A small memento from our
Easter Egg Hunt, when a squirrel
managed to get to Talie’s egg first!

In May we had a special visit from the
Doctor to remind us that, much like a
certain blue box, each one of is Bigger
on the Inside.

Who can forget when we built our
churches on Minecraft?

It wouldn’t be a Zoom meeting
without a friendly feline or two
making an appearance!

www.augustine.org.uk

Preparing
for Lent

T

he season of Lent will
begin sooner than we
think! (Ash Wednesday is
on 17 February this year.)
An interesting and mainly free
Lent resource has been produced
by Churches Together in Britain
and Ireland (CTBI).
The Poet’s Gospel is “a Lent study for
these unorthodox and strange times”.
In written and audio versions, John
Alan Davis uses poetry to explore and
re-tell the gospel story.
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His writing comes out of Alan’s
experience of living with his wife’s
dementia and then of bereavement.
He writes: “I turned to the only place
of comfort I knew: my faith. The task
brought the life of Jesus and the
relevance of his message closer to me.
It became, as much as anything else,
a way of staunching the wound of a
personal tragedy.” Alan’s creativity is a
work of healing. Find out more at ctbi.
org.uk/lent-study-2021/ .

URC DEVOTIONALS
The URC offers short devotionals and
podcasts every day, which people
can receive by email, social media
or going onto the website. A useful
resource to keep us going through
tough times. devotions.urc.org.uk

Our Tribe:
singing the
“unsung B”

As Part of LGBT History Month, Our
Tribe will meet virtually on 14 February.
The session will open at 3:20pm and
start at 3:30pm. All are Welcome to
join us.
The time together will be spent
exploring the history of the UNSUNG
‘B’ in LGBTQI. Yes – Bisexuality.
We are delighted to have Dr Carol
Shepherd come share her experience
on bisexuality. Carol is a global
expert on bisexual Christian identities.
As well as Bi: the Way, Pastoring
Bisexual Christians in Europe, she
published a monograph with Palgrave
Macmillan in 2018, The Damage of
Silence: Bisexuality in the Western
Christian Church. She also has
chapters in several academic bisexual
anthologies.
Carol is also a Sociology lecturer at
Andover College, Hampshire. She lives
just outside of Southampton and has
three children.

www.augustine.org.uk
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What’s
On?
All our gatherings and resources
are currently online. You can
find out details on our website
www.augustine.org.uk.

STAYING IN TOUCH
If you wish to receive weekly
updates of AUC events please
register to receive the Friday email
by contacting our Centre Manager
(centre.manager@augustine.org.uk).

Worship
SUNDAYS, 11AM
Join services through the zoom link (see Friday emails), AUC website or
Facebook page. Junior Church activity sheet on the website.

TLC Youth
SECOND & FOURTH SUNDAYS, 1.30 - C.3.00PM
Inclusive youth group for all young people from S1 up. Email Matt for more
information.

Our Tribe
SECOND SUNDAY OF THE MONTH, 3.20 - 4.30PM
LGBTQI+ ministry at Augustine United Church. This month: TLGBT History
Month (See pg. 11)

Contextual Bible Studies
TUESDAY 12-1PM, WEDNESDAY 7.30-8.30PM, THURSDAY 12-1PM
Email our minister, Fiona, to join in. (See pg. 4)

Big Family Quiz with TLC Youth
SATURDAY 31 OCTOBER, 1:30PM
A gathering for all the family, so gather your team, pour a hot drink of your
choice, and get ready to tackle some tricky questions! Families warmly
welcomed. Prize for the winning team! For more information and how to join in,
email Matt on youth@augustine.org.uk.

TLC Youth Celebrate Chinese New Year
SUNDAY 14 FEBRUARY, 1:30PM
Celebrating the Chinese New Year at our new starting time of 1.30pm.

Seeds Deadline
FRIDAY 19 FEBRUARY
Seeds is published on the Sunday prior to the beginning of each month. The
copy deadline for the March edition is Friday 19 February.

Check our daily posts on the AUC Facebook page.
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